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Laser-induced and frequency-scanned infrared photothermal radiometry was applied to a
crystalline-Si photoconductive device, and to polysilicon thin-film photoconductors deposited on
oxidized Si substrates by an LPCVD method. A detailed theoretical model for the radiometric signal
was developed and used to measure the free photoexcited carrier plasma recombination lifetime,
electronic diffusivity and surface recombination velocity of these devices, with the simultaneous
measurement of the bulk thermal diffusivity. A trade-off between detectivity/gain and
frequency-response bandwidth was found via the lifetime dependence on the wafer background
temperature rise induced by Joule-heating due to the applied bias. This effect was most serious with
the bulk-Si device, but was limited by the high resistivity of the LPCVD thin-film devices. In the
case of the bulk-Si device, the results of photothermal radiometry were compared with, and
corroborated by, frequency-scanned photocurrent measurements. More sophisticated analysis was
shown to be required for the interpretation of the polysilicon photoconductor frequency-responses,
perhaps involving the fractal nature of carrier transport in these grain-structured devices. © 1996
American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~96!10121-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the early photoacoustic studies of transport photoconductive phenomena in semiconductors,1–3 an increasing
amount of work has been reported in exploiting thermal- and
carrier diffusion-wave effects in substrate Si wafers4 and in
active photoexcited devices5 by means of infrared photothermal radiometry. The utility of this technique lies in its ability
to yield electronic transport measurements in a nondestructive, noncontacting manner and, more fundamentally, in exploring near-surface electronic processes in semiconductors
without the requirement for electrical contacts which are
known to perturb the energetics of the interface.6 Very recently we were able to identify a surface acceptor state in
undoped semi-insulating GaAs by photothermal radiometric
deep-level transient spectroscopy,7 which had previously remained hidden under the pinning of the Fermi level at the
metal-semiconductor interface by the presence of the metallic contact. The advantage of photothermal radiometry over
other photothermal techniques applied to semiconductor
characterization8 is the domination of the signal by the carrier plasma-wave component in high-quality samples,5 especially at laser-beam modulation frequencies above the inverse of the thermal transit time in the material.
Nevertheless, care must be taken in interpreting data, as it
has been shown9 that, with some bulk semiconductors with a
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history of surface processing, the thermal-wave-induced
blackbody component may dominate the radiometric signal,
which then becomes insensitive to electronic transport phenomena.
In this work radiometric signals from electroded photoconductor devices, both bulk and thin-film, have been investigated and the full theoretical framework for the analysis of
such signals has been developed, including photocurrent
~PC! frequency scans. It was found that, under considerations of the full ~plasma- and thermal-wave! infrared photothermal radiometric ~PTR! response, carrier plasma transport processes can be monitored in both high-quality
substrates and in deposited and processed thin films. It will
be shown that PTR can yield measurements of the especially
important, device-gain-determining recombination lifetime
and can further reveal its dependence on the dc temperature
of the photoconductive device, owing to Joule-heating under
the applied bias.
II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT

Substrate n-type Si wafers, of resistivity r520 V cm,
were oxidized thermally at 1150 °C for 17 h. The oxidation
was followed by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
~LPCVD! at 630 °C and 500 mTorr of thin polycrystalline Si
films 1 mm thick. The thin films were implanted with P1 ions
at 200 keV and fluences of up to 1015 cm22, followed by a
thermal anneal at 1000 °C for 1 h, in order to electrically
activate the implanted impurities and stabilize the grain size.
Inspection with electron microscopy revealed a grain size of
'500 Å. Subsequently, conducting electrodes were formed
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup of infrared photothermal radiometry of bulk and
thin-film Si photoconductors.

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional views of the photoconductive Si devices: ~a! Thinfilm photoconductor; ~b! Substrate-Si photoconductor. For fabrication parameters see text.

using an LPCVD-deposited masking oxide 0.7 mm thick and
a photolithographic mask, followed by doping of the contact
oxide regions by P1-ion implantation at 120 keV and 1016
cm22, activated at 950 °C for 1 h in a neutral ambient. The
contacts were further metallized by aluminum evaporation
using another mask level, followed by thermal diffusion at
low temperature ~450 °C, 30 min!. Finally, the remaining
masking oxide was lifted and several dice were cut and
placed on ceramic chips. The cross-section of the resulting
photoconducting devices is shown in Fig. 1~a!. In this investigation attention was focused on the highest doping-density
photoconductors ~131015 cm22!, as they exhibited the strongest free-carrier plasma responses.
In addition, and for comparison purposes, bulk photoconducting devices were also fabricated on substrate Si wafers. This process involved only the deposition of the masking oxide and the formation of conductive contacts on the
otherwise unprocessed substrate @Fig. 1~b!#.
The photoconductive devices were investigated by PTR
using the experimental setup of Fig. 2. The photoexcitation
source was a CW Ar-Kr mixed gas laser from Coherent ~Innova 70! emitting at mixed 488 and 514.5 nm. The gently
focused beam size was '1 mm, with output power on the
order of 100 mW. The intensity of the laser was acoustooptically modulated using an external sine-wave generator to
automatically change the modulation frequency. The blackbody radiation emitted from the semiconductor was collected
by means of two collimating, off-axis, Ag-coated, paraboloidal mirrors and was focused onto a wide-bandwidth, liquidnitrogen-cooled, photoconductive HgCdTe ~MCT! detector
with spectral response range between 2 and 12 mm. The
MCT detector/preamplifier circuit had a combined frequency
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996

bandwidth between 1 Hz and 1 MHz. The detector was fitted
with a Ge window, which filtered out the excitation beam.
The PTR signal from the preamplifier ~EG and G Judson
Model PA-350! was fed into a lock-in analyzer ~EG and G
Model 5302!. Normalized amplitude and phase curves were
obtained automatically, as it was verified that the data from a
reference Si wafer in the 1 Hz–1 MHz range could be accurately fitted to a simple theoretical model of a single excitedstate relaxation lifetime,9 without any further corrections.
The PC signal of some wafers was also monitored with
the setup shown in Fig. 3, which is a modification of the
setup of Fig. 2. The ac voltage-drop across a small resistor of
known resistance value carrying the photocurrent was fed
into the lock-in amplifier and the amplitude and phase were
recorded as functions of the laser-beam-intensity modulation
frequency with the dc electric field applied across the electrodes of the photoconductor as a parameter. The ac voltage
drop is proportional to the photocurrent generated by the
optical excitation of the sample. In opposition to direct photocurrent measurements in series, the parallel-circuit geometry of Fig. 3 has the advantage of presenting high-

FIG. 3. Experimental setup of photocurrent frequency-response measurements of bulk and thin-film Si photoconductors.
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impedance probes to the terminals of the known resistor,
thus consuming no current during the measurement.
III. THEORETICAL
A. Principles of semiconductor PTR

P ~ v ,l ! 5

In the geometry of Fig. 1, the lateral dimensions ~;4
mm! of the photoconductive device are assumed to be infinite compared to the spot size of the laser beam, so that any
edge effects may be ignored. Furthermore, the 1-mm spotsize laser beam was large enough to assure the onedimensionality of the PTR and PC signals, as its lateral dimension was large compared to the thermal- and electrondiffusion length in Si.10
For harmonically modulated optical excitation with superbandgap radiation, the IR absorption coefficient, aIR , is a
function of the free-carrier density in the semiconductor:11

a IR~ z; v ,l ! 5 a oIR~ z,l ! 1D a ~ z,l ! e i v t ,

~1!

where the right-hand-side terms stand for the IR absorption
coefficient in the dark ~no illumination! and due to photoexcited free carriers at modulation frequency f 5v/2p, respectively. The temperature rise in the semiconductor due to lattice absorption, intraband de-excitation, and hot-electron
interband recombination is
Q ~ z,t ! 5Q o 1DQ ~ z ! e i v t .

~2!

After a Taylor expansion around the ambient value of the
temperature, and retention of the first-order term only, the
change in Planck’s distribution function is, accordingly,
W P @ Q ~ z,t ! ,l # 'W P ~ Q o ,l ! 1DW P ~ z,l, v ! e i v t ,

The total radiation power per wavelength ~W/mm! at the
front surface arriving from the interior of a wafer of thickness L, with the back surface unpolished so as to neglect
multiple reflections is5

Ea
L

0

2 p hc 2 A
l @ exp~ hc/lk B Q ! 21 #
5
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a IR~ y; v ,l ! dy

G

~6!

P ~ v ,l ! 5

Ea
E
L

0

1

o
IR~ z,l ! DW P ~ z; v ,l ! dz

L

0

W P ~ Q o ,l ! D a ~ z; v ,l ! dz

~7!

where the exp(i v t) terms were suppressed ~demodulation!.
Finally, an expression for the linear PTR signal can be found
assuming a depth-independent a oIR(l) and considering a
classical model for wave propagation in a free plasma:15
S PTR~ v , a vis! 5a ~ l vis ,Q o ,l 1 ,l 2 !

E

L

0

1b ~ l vis ,Q o ,l 1 ,l 2 !

DQ ~ z; a vis , v ! dz

E

L

0

DN ~ z; a vis , v ! dz.
~8a!

The coefficients a and b are independent of the modulation
frequency, but they depend on temperature and on the spectral range of the MCT detector ~l1 ,l2!. They are given by the
following expressions:
~5!

In Eqs. ~4! and ~5! k B , h, and c have their usual meanings; A
is the emitting surface area, and l is the emission ~infrared!
wavelength. According to a statement of Kirchhoff’s law reflecting conservation of energy, ‘‘at thermodynamic equilibrium the rate of emission of blackbody radiation from the
surface and throughout the bulk of a material is exactly equal
to the rate of absorption of radiation incident on the material
per wavelength interval.’’ Although the above statement is
strictly valid under equilibrium conditions, in practice it has
been found to be of broader validity12 and applicability to
several nonequilibrium processes in semiconductors.13
Therefore, the infrared emission spectrum for a de-excitation
process in a semiconductor can be obtained directly from its
~usually better-known! absorption spectrum. Mandelis et al.
have given a detailed discussion of the applicability of
Kirchhoff’s law to the generation of dynamic PTR signals.14
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0

~4!

hc/lk B Q o
exp~ hc/lk B Q o ! 21

DQ ~ z, v !
.
3
Qo

z

Assuming that L<500 mm and any process-related surface
damage layer is no deeper than 1 mm, and furthermore taking
into account that the photoinjected carrier density is limited
to '1019 cm23 by lifetime reduction due to Auger recombinations, the expression for P~v,l! results in contributions to
the dc, v, and 2v radiation fields. Consistently with the filtering action of the lock-in amplifier, selection of the linear
~}v! terms only gives

~3!

and
DW P ~ z,l,Q o ! 5W P ~ l,Q o !

2

3W P @ Q ~ z,t !# dz.

where
W P ~ Q,l ! 5

FE

IR~ z; v ,l ! exp

a5 @ 12R ~ l vis!#
3

E

l2

l1

@ 12R ~ l !# W P ~ l,Q o !

hc a oIR~ l ! dl
lk B Q 2o @ exp~ hc/lk B Q o ! 21 #

~8b!

and
b5 @ 12R ~ l vis!#
3

E

l2

l1

@ 12R ~ l !# W P ~ l,Q o !

l 2 q 3 dl
,
4 p c n e om *2m n
2 3

~8c!

where q is the elementary charge, m * is the effective mass of
the photoexcited carriers and mn is their mobility, eo is the
dielectric constant of vacuum. Here it is assumed that electronic transport occurs via excess n-type carriers, consistently with the types of samples employed in the experiments. For harmonically modulated incident laser intensity,
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absorbed in the body of the semiconductor according to
Beer’s law, which excites the excess photocarriers,
I ~ z, v ! 5

a h QI oe 2az
~ 11e i v t ! ,
2h n

V F
F

ahIo
g 1 2g 2 e 2 ~ a 1 s e ! L
G
G
1
2
G 2 2G 1 e 22 s e L
h n D ~ a 2 2 s 2e !
3e 2 s e z 2e 2 a z

B

g 1 G 1 2g 2 G 2 e 2 ~ a 2 s e ! L
G 2 2G 1 e 22 s e L

3e 2 s e ~ 2L2z ! ,

G

G

s t 5 Ai v / b ,

g 1[

D a 1s 1
,
D s e 2s 1

g 2[

D a 2s 2
.
D s e 1s 2

~11!

Here, s j and j51,2 are surface recombination velocities at
the upper ~1! and back ~2! surfaces of the semiconductor, D
is the carrier diffusion coefficient, and se is the plasma-wave
complex wave number, the inverse of the carrier complex
diffusion length, defined as

s e~ v ! [

A

11i v t
,
Dt

~12!

with t being the recombination lifetime of the semiconductor.
Equation ~10!, when integrated over the thickness of the
~essentially infrared-transparent, but opaque in the visible region: a L@1! Si wafer, as per the requirement of the total
PTR signal expression @Eq. ~8a!#, yields the result

E

L

0

F

G

G 2 1e 2 s e L
I o ~ 12e 2 s e L !
DN ~ z, v ! dz5
.
h n ~ D s e 1s 1 ! s e G 2 2G 1 e 22 s e L
~13!

where the thermal source term H contains components due to
nonradiative intraband de-excitation, nonradiative interband
carrier recombination, and Joule-effect heating:16
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5s 1 DN ~ 0,v ! E g

~15a!

5s 2 DN ~ L, v ! E g .

~15b!

z50

d
DQ ~ z, v !
dz

U

z5L

E–J~ z, v ! 5q m E 2 DN ~ z, v ! .

~16!

The solution to the boundary-value problem of Eqs.
~14!–~16! involves considerable algebra. For the thermalwave component of the PTR signal generation in the geometry of Fig. 1~b!, however, only the optically opaque limit is
needed in the form *L0 DQ(z, v )dz, according to Eq. ~8a!.
The result is

E

L

0

DQ ~ z, v ! dz5

1
C 0N o
@~ 12e 2 s t L ! F 1 1F 2 # 2
st
se
3 ~ 12e 2 s e L !~ G 2 1e 2 s e L ! ,

~17!

where the following definitions have been made:

In the presence of an applied bias, the thermal-wave field
in the semiconductor of Fig. 1~b! is given by
~14a!

U

To determine the term E•J, use will be made of the experimental fact that the photocurrent data from the bulk samples
were consistent with a contribution from only the drift component. Therefore, the diffusion current density along the
x-direction ~Fig. 1! was neglected

B. The thermal-wave field in bulk photoconductor Si
devices

H ~ z, v !
d2
,
2 DQ ~ z, v ! 2 s t DQ ~ z, v ! 52
dz
k

d
DQ ~ z, v !
dz

and
k

D s e 1s 2
G 2[
;
D s e 2s 2

~14c!

b is the thermal diffusivity of the semiconductor, k is the
thermal conductivity, E is the applied transverse electric field
between the electrodes ~x-direction in Fig. 1!, J is the transverse current density, and E g is the energy gap.
The differential equation for the thermal-wave field is
subject to boundary conditions involving the surface recombination velocities:

where the following definitions were made:
D s e 2s 1
,
G 1[
D s e 1s 1

~14b!

Here h is the optical-to-thermal energy conversion efficiency, taken to be equal to 1 in Si, st is the complex thermal
diffusion coefficient,

2k
~10!

h ~ h n 2E g !
Eg
a I oe 2az1
DN ~ z, v !
hn
t
1E•J~ z, v ! .

~9!

where a5avis , and I o is the intensity of the incident radiation of optical frequency n; hQ is the quantum efficiency of
the carrier generation process and will be taken to be unity.
For 1D diffusive propagation of the photocarriers along
the depth (z) direction of a semiconductor of thickness L
~Fig. 1!, the equation for the excess free-carrier density,
DN(z, v ), has been presented by Sheard and Somekh,9 but is
given in a corrected form here:
DN ~ z, v ! 5

H ~ z, v ! 5

F 1[

C 1 1C 2 e 2 s t L
,
12e 22 s t L

~18a!

F 2[

C 1 e 2 s t L 1C 2
,
11e 2 s t L

~18b!

N o[

Io
.
h n ~ D s e 1s 1 !~ G 2 2G 1 e 22 s e L !

~18c!

Furthermore, the coefficients C j and j50,1,2 are defined
C 0[

E g 1q m n t E 2

~19!

k t ~ s 2e 2 s 2t !

and
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C 1[

I o ~ h n 2E g ! N o
1
v s E ~ G 1e 22 s e L !
hnkst
s tk 1 g 2

f ~ x, v ! 5

1 s e kC 0 ~ G 2 2e 22 s e L ! b
C 2[

2seL

N oe
st

F

~20a!

G

s 2 E g ~ G 2 11 !
1 s e C 0 ~ 12G 2 ! .
k

~20b!

C. The plasma-wave field in thin-film photoconductor
Si devices

In the geometry of Fig. 1~a! the grown oxide acts as an
electrical insulator between the surface polysilicon thin film
and the substrate. The combined thickness of the poly-Si and
SiO2 buffer layers is much smaller than the thermal diffusion
length m~v!5ust ~v!u21 and the electronic carrier diffusion
length m e ( v )5 u s e ( v ) u 21 in the given structure, even at the
highest attainable modulation frequency of 1 MHz. Therefore, the only expected contribution to the PTR signal from
the two thin layers is one of a surface source due to the
plasma-wave in the poly-Si plus any thermal-wave contribution due to nonradiative relaxation in this layer. The transparent, electronically inert oxide can, at most, contribute effectively as a thermal ac impedance, in series with the
poly-Si and the substrate crystalline Si. This possibility was
modeled as a boundary condition17 and tested computationally. It was found that the role of any thermal impedance due
to the 2.4-mm-thick oxide was negligible. The number density of free carriers in the 1-mm-thick photoconductive
poly-Si film cannot be depth-resolved by the PTR apparatus
of Fig. 2 even at the highest frequencies, because the film
thickness d!use ~vmax!u21. Therefore, the quantity of interest
is the depth-averaged excess carrier density

^ DN ~ x, v ! & 5

E

d

0

DN ~ x,z; v ! dz,

~21!

which is likely to vary in the transverse direction (x), due to
electronic traps and imperfections germane to the grain-type
structure of the photoconductor. Assuming the existence of
internal microscopic electric fields, e.g., across grain boundaries, the equation of conservation of charge in the transverse
direction can be written18,19
d2
d
^ DN ~ x, v ! &
2 ^ DN ~ x, v ! & 2 ~ m n E x /D !
dx
dx
2 s 2e f ~ v ! ^ DN ~ x, v ! & 52

1
f ~ x, v ! ,
D
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I o ~ 12e 2 a f d !
2s @ DN ~ x,0; v !
hn

B

1DN ~ x,d; v !# ,

~22b!

where a f stands for the optical absorption coefficient of the
thin poly-Si film at the excitation wavelength of the laser
beam. It can be seen that the terms proportional to the
boundary values of the plasma-wave field in the thin film act
like carrier sinks and can be calculated from the carrier diffusion equation in the z-direction @Eq. ~10!#. This equation
can be used to determine N(x,0; v ) and N(x,d; v ) in the
expression for f (x, v ):
f ~ x, v ! 5 f ~ v !
5

V

Io
sa f
12e 2 a f d 2
hnd
D ~ a 2f 2 s 2e f !
3

S

11e 2 s e f d
@ G 1 G 2 ~ g 1 2g 2 e 2 ~ a f 1 s e f ! d !
G 2 2G 1 e 22 s e f d

1 ~ g 1 G 1 2g 2 G 2 e 2 ~ a f 2 s e ! d ! e 2 s e d # 2 ~ 11e 2 a f d !

DG

.

~23!
In Eq. ~23! the assumption was made of uniform illumination
of the semiconductor surface, so that I o and the boundary
values of the excess carrier densities are not functions of the
transverse coordinate. Equation ~22! may now be solved conveniently using a Green’s function approach to the plasmawave problem akin to the one developed earlier for thermal
waves.20 Neglecting source/sink contributions from the
cross-sectional surface areas with unit normal vectors perpendicular to the z-direction, Fig. 1, the standard Green’s
function treatment,19 yields

^ DN ~ x, v ! & 5

E

W

0

3

f ~ x o , v ! G ~ x2x o , v ! dx o 2 m n E x

EF
W

0

G ~ x2x o , v !

2 ^ DN ~ x o , v ! &

d
^ DN ~ x o , v ! &
dx o

G

d
G ~ x2x o , v ! dx o ,
dx o

~24!

where W is the spot size of the ~uniformly! photoexcited area
of the thin-film photoconductor and G(x2x o , v ) has the
form
~22a!

where se f denotes the complex plasma wave number in the
thin-film region: In practice, Eq. ~12! describes this quantity,
with t being replaced by t f and D by D f . E x represents the
total electric field ~external and internal! along the
x-direction, and the usual boundary conditions at the upper
and lower surfaces of the thin film apply,17 under the assumption of equal recombination velocities (s 1 f 5s 2 f 5s)
due to the essential symmetry in the deposition process.
These give the source term
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V

1
d

G ~ x2x o , v ! 5

1
&DS e ~ v !

exp@ 2S e ~ v ! u x2x o u # ,
~25a!

with the effective complex plasma-wave numbers
S e ~ v ! 5 As 2e f ~ v ! 1 ~ m n E x /2D ! 2

~25b!

S e ~ v ! 5S e ~ v ! 2 ~ m n E x /2D ! ,

~25c!

and
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where the electronic diffusivity was assumed to be isotropic.
Equation ~24! eventually gives the depth-averaged carrier
plasma density

^ DN ~ W, v ! & 5

f ~ v !@~ m n E x /D ! 2S e ~ v !#
DS e ~ v !@ &S e ~ v ! 1 ~ m n E x D !#
3 @ 12e 2S e ~ v ! W #

~26!

subject to the boundary condition ^N~0,v!&50.

D. The thermal-wave field in thin-film photoconductor
Si devices

The calculation methodology for the PTR signal from
the device geometry of Fig. 1~a! requires the integral of the
plasma-and thermal-wave fields over the entire sample thickness L, according to Eq. ~8!. The former can be found from
the theoretical considerations of Sec. III C. Assuming negligible thickness of the thin-film layer: d!L, one obtains

E

L

0

DN T ~ z; v ! dz5 ^ DN ~ v ! & d1

E

L

0

DN ~ z; v ! dz,

~27!

where the terms on the right-hand side are given by Eqs. ~26!
and ~13!, respectively. The thermal-wave problem proceeds
in a manner similar to the one developed in Sec. III B. In the
present case, however, the new source term is

S

D

FIG. 4. Amplitude ~a! and phase ~b! of the photocurrent frequency scans of
the substrate-Si photoconductor. Parameters of simultaneous best fits:
D520 cm2/s; L5250 mm; s 15102 cm/s; s 25108 cm/s. t j indicates the bestfit lifetime at applied dc voltage ( j).

h n 2E g
H 1 ~ z, v ! 5
a I o e 2 ~ a f d1 a z !
hn
1

E g 2a d
e f DN ~ z, v ! ,
t

~28!

subject to boundary condition ~15b! and to the modified
boundary condition
d
DQ T ~ z, v !
2k
dz

U

~ E g s1Wq m n E 2x !

^ DN ~ v ! &
No

must be added to the existing two terms.
5 ~ sE g 1q m n E 2x W ! ^ DN ~ v ! &
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

z50

1s 1 DN ~ 0,v ! E g ,

~29!

which replaces Eq. ~15a!. It should be noted that there is no
current source in the substrate Si, which is also partly photoexcited by the fraction of the incident beam that penetrates
the 1-mm-thick poly-Si layer, as the insulating oxide layer
prevents this from occurring. This has been verified experimentally by measuring zero photocurrent from the low-dose
implanted photoconductor thin films ~<531014 cm22 P1! of
identical fabrication and geometry to that depicted in Fig.
1~a!.
The resulting expressions for the thermal-wave field are
therefore similar to Eqs. ~18!–~20!, with the following
changes:
~i! I o must be replaced by I o exp~2a f d! in Eqs. ~18c!
and ~20a!;
~ii! E50 in Eq. ~19!;
~iii! Inside the heavy brackets of Eq. ~20a! an additional
term
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996

A. Bulk Si photoconductors

The PC frequency scan of the photoconductor of geometry Fig. 1~b! is shown in Fig. 4. This type of measurement is
complementary to the PTR response and is generally simpler
to interpret, as it carries only electronic transport information. Of course, its main disadvantage is its contacting nature
and the need for depositing ohmic contacts on the semiconductor. The theoretical interpretation of the data assumed a
purely drift-current mechanism at each depth z, and a total
current density J n consisting of all the individual elementarylayer dz contributions to the collecting electrodes:
J n ~ z, v ! 5q m n E

E

L

0

DN ~ z, v ! dz.

~30!

Furthermore, it was assumed that there was no plasma
concentration gradient along the transverse (x) direction.
The depth-dependence of the excess carrier density is given
by Eq. ~13!. Equation ~30! predicts a linear dependence of
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FIG. 5. Dependence of PC signal amplitude and phase ~insets! on applied dc
bias of the bulk Si photoconductor for f 510 kHz and 100 kHz. Numbered
points: Theoretical best fits of Eq. ~30! to the data for both modulation
frequencies with mn 50.135 m2/V s ~Ref. 23! and @t ~ms!, D ~cm2/s!# pairs:
~1: 20, 18!; ~2: 15, 17!; ~3: 10, 17!; ~4: 9, 17!; ~5: 8, 17!; ~6: 7, 16!; and ~7:
6, 16!.

the PC signal on the strength of the applied electric field E.
The results of the theoretical fits are shown in Fig. 4 for
various applied transverse voltages. The fits of both amplitude and phase curves were excellent, provided the carrier
recombination lifetime was adjusted for each voltage. It was
found that the actual value of the electronic diffusivity D
was not crucial to the fits, as long as it lies between 16 and
20 cm2/s. The fits were sensitive to the value of s 1 which
determined the slope of the amplitude decay, whereas the
value of s 2 was relatively unimportant, as long as it was
much larger than s 1 , in agreement with earlier findings by
Sheard et al. using PTR signals.4 Physically, this is as expected, since the back surface of the wafers was not polished
and therefore presented a large specific area for recombination. The PC signal fittings were most sensitive to the recombination lifetime values, which decreased with increasing applied dc voltage. This suggests that the dc temperature
increase of the sample due to Joule-heating affects the lifetime values in a manner consistent with the Shockley-ReedHall recombination mechanism.21 The best-fitted t and D
values are well within the accepted norms of recombination
lifetimes in Si.4,22 Figure 5 shows the PC signal ~amplitude
and phase! vs applied voltage V dc data at two modulation
frequencies. The electric-field E values utilized in the PC
and the PTR signal fits were E5V dc/231023 V/m, reflecting
the lateral dimensions of the sample. Equation ~30! predicts a
strictly linear dependence of the signal amplitude on E, with
no dependence of the signal phase. The data were best fitted
to the theory, however, by adjusting the value of t for every
value of the applied voltage. The resulting values were found
to be consistent for both signal channels and both modulation
frequencies, Fig. 5, and exhibit considerable decreases of t,
as well as slight decreases of D, as V dc increases. The importance of this finding rests with the potential limitations of
the bulk crystalline Si photoconductor to operate under high
bias to improve its gain and detectivity, which seems to bring
about a narrowing of its frequency response bandwidth.
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FIG. 6. Amplitude ~a! and phase ~b! of the PTR signal frequency scan of the
device of Figs. 1~b! and 4. D, t, s 1 , and s 2 values as in Fig. 4. Best-fitted b
value: 1.0 cm2/s. Best fitted b-value, Eq. ~8a!, for all three curves: 1310216
MKS units; best-fitted a-values: 3.83106 MKS ~V50!; 23105 MKS ~V510
V!; and 5.53104 MKS ~V520 V!.

Figure 6 shows the PTR frequency scans from the same
sample. Both amplitude and phase have been fitted to the
theory of Eq. ~8a! with the subsidiary Eq. ~13!, for the
thickness-integrated, free-carrier density, and Eq. ~17! for the
thickness-integrated thermal wave. In each of the various dc
voltage-dependent curves the prefactors a and b in Eq. ~8a!
were adjusted accordingly, so as to produce additively the
optimal overlap in thermal- and plasma-wave components.
This was rather easy, as the thermal wave affects primarily
the low-frequency end ~,1 kHz!, whereas the plasma wave
dominates the high end. It is worthwhile to mention that the
best fits used the lifetime-electronic diffusivity pairs measured from the PC data of Fig. 5, which indicates identical
electronic PTR and PC signal production mechanisms. The
low-frequency data were sensitive to the actual value of the
thermal diffusivity of Si, which was found to be 1.0 cm2/s, in
excellent agreement with literature values.24 The inserted
value for the thermal conductivity of Si from the literature,
k5148 W/m K,25 was not a sensitive parameter of the fit.
Figure 7 shows the PTR equivalent of Fig. 5. The maximum applied bias ~30 V! in both PC and PTR cases was
Mandelis et al.
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FIG. 7. Quadratic dependence of PTR signal amplitude and phase ~inset! on
applied dc bias of the bulk Si photoconductor for f 510 and 100 kHz. All
parameters fitted into the 10 kHz curve are as in Fig. 5, including the
theoretical best fit ~t, D! values to Eq. ~8a!. The value pair of the constants
@a ~3105 MKs!, b @310216 MKs## are: ~1: 38.0, 1.0!; ~2: 10.0, 1.0!; ~3: 2.0,
1.2!; ~4: 1.0, 2.0!; ~5: 0.55, 4.0!; ~6: 0.40, 7.0!; and ~7: 0.35, 10.0!.

limited by the over-heating of the sample contacts due to the
flow of high current densities. The minimum value is for
V50 V, as there is no need for an applied bias in order to
obtain PTR signals. The agreement between the two sets of
fitted values is excellent, as the same values of t(V) and
D(V) were used for both figures. The quadratic dependence
on V ~and therefore on E! of the PTR amplitude should be
noted in agreement with the theory @Eqs. ~17!–~20!#.

FIG. 8. Amplitude ~a! and phase ~b! of the PTR signal frequency scan of the
thin-film device of Fig. 1~a!. All substrate parameters were assigned the
values found for the bulk crystalline Si photoconductor at zero bias. Thinfilm values: D f 59 cm2/s; d51 mm; b f 50.1 cm2/s; k f 515 W/m K; s5104
m/s; t f 511 ms ~V50 V!, and 6 ms ~V560 V!.

B. Thin-film polysilicon photoconductors

The PTR response of the device in the geometry of Fig.
1~a! is shown in Fig. 8. In this case, substantial increases of
the applied bias resulted in only small changes in the PTR
signals. This is due to the much higher resistivity exhibited
by these thin films compared to the crystalline Si photoconductors. For all thin-film devices with lower doping density
than 131015 cm22, there was no discernible difference in the
PTR amplitude and phase responses between 0 and 60 V
bias. Theoretical fits of Eq. ~27! and of the modification of
Eq. ~17! as discussed in Sec. III D were produced and are
also shown in Fig. 8. There was no possible operation based
on the thin-film material values of E x , mn , or t f , which
would lead the theoretical curves to agree with the observed
trends and shifts in both amplitude and phase of Fig. 8. The
only way that a reasonable fit would be affected was by
adjusting the values of the prefactor pair (a,b) in Eq. ~8a!,
which tended to broaden the phase half-width by shifting the
high-frequency wing while incurring no shift of the lowfrequency wing. At the same time, knowledge of the substrate lifetime t was an important input, as this is a parameter
to which the curve-fitting is sensitive: This allowed the
unique fixing of the surface thin-film photoconductor layer
lifetime t f , a very important parameter for the operation of
the photoconductive device and quite difficult to obtain
otherwise.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996

The change of the value pair (a,b) is expected with
increased V dc , owing to the rise of the background dc temperature of the sample. The set of parameter values shown in
the caption of Fig. 8 includes several to which the fit is
relatively insensitive, such as the thermophysical properties
of the thin film. This fact is expected, because the thin film is
entirely thermally thin and the PTR technique cannot measure thermal transport across its bulk. In any case, it should
be remembered that the presence of the thin film in the
theory appears only in the front-surface boundary condition
@Eq. ~29!#. Similarly, its weight on the value of the PTR
phase is insignificant at low frequencies, where the thermalwave power centroid lies well within the substrate, as shown
in Fig. 8~b!. Nevertheless, the technique is sensitive enough
to the thin-film lifetime at high frequencies; this parameter
determines the position of the maximum of the phase curve.
The sensitivity of the theoretical fit to the remaining parameters of Fig. 8 is low. Unfortunately, a theoretical fit to the
PTR signal vs V dc for the thin-film photoconductors does not
yield meaningful results either, because the simultaneous adjustment of t f , a, and b is needed, leading to nonunique
parameter sets, unless detailed fittings are performed at each
and every level of applied bias.
Finally, the PC frequency spectra of the thin-film photoconductors were also obtained and are shown in Fig. 9. The
Mandelis et al.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 9. Amplitude ~a! and phase ~b! of the photocurrent spectrum of the
thin-film photoconductor of Fig. 1~a!, whose PTR response is shown in Fig.
8.

Infrared photothermal radiometry and photocurrent detection were utilized both theoretically and experimentally to
analyze the performance of bulk crystalline Si and LPCVD
polysilicon thin-film photoconductive devices. The developed theory was fitted to the data from the former samples. It
yielded excellent agreements leading to information on the
dependence of the recombination lifetime on the background
temperature of the device, via heat release due to the Joule
effect: Detectivity increased at the expense of frequencyresponse bandwidth.
The theoretical development was also applied to the data
from the most highly implanted polysilicon device and
yielded quantitative values for the mean recombination lifetime of the thin film, as distinct from that of the substrate Si.
Much more modest increase in the detectivity with bias was
observed in these structures, however, accompanied by a
smaller decrease in detection bandwidth, owing to the much
higher resistivity of these granular photoconductors.
The PTR technique has the advantage of treating the thin
film as a lumped thermoelectronic element by probing its
totally thermally thin dimension without regard to its lateral
microstructure. As a consequence, one can obtain quantitative information about the mean lifetime of this device in a
relatively straightforward manner, even though the details of
the microstructure are not yet fully elucidated. On the contrary, the PC signal is dominated by transport across the
domains of the microstructure, which makes the determination of the lifetime difficult or impossible without sophisticated analytical considerations.
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